ASANALYZER : AN OVERVIEW
PROTECTING YOUR PLAYERS PRIVACY AND SECURITY
At Keywords Studios, we understand that complying
with global privacy regulations and the GDPR is an
imperative in the video games industry, as failure to do
so can result in breach of publisher and player data as
well as loss of player trust.

To help mitigate against these privacy and security risks and to help ensure that your games are
fully aligned with the GDPR and other global data
privacy regulations, we can provide you with the right
solutions.

However, we continue to see privacy and security failures in mobile game apps – where personal data and
metrics that may identify a player without their consent
are inadvertently shared with third parties.

A key offering in our QA Compliance suite is
ASAnalyzer, a cloud-based and on-premises solution
designed specifically to help mobile game developers
and quality assurance (QA) testers identify privacy,
security and GDPR problems prior to publishing your
games to the app stores.
WHAT IS ASANALYZER?
ASAnalyzer provides valuable early warning information to developers by identifying failures in the mobile
game code, URLs, Software Developer Kits (SDKs)
and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

With ASAnalyzer, you can also detect whether your Android or iOS mobile game is collecting and sharing player
information without your knowledge and the knowledge of your players. And, the great thing about ASAnalyzer
is that it does not require you to understand in detail privacy, security and GDPR regulations.

ASAnalyzer can help analyse & verify:

ASAnalyzer also can help you:

• SDKs that might be a privacy or security problem

• Monitor changes in SDK and URL behaviours

• Libraries that use HTTP and HTTPS URL requests

• Compare two versions of the same game

• Privacy issues when capturing unique identifiers

• Track issues using the JIRA issue tracking tool

• Use of player data logging and much more

• Develop and improve SDLC best practices

Request a FREE preview account today or visit Keywords Studios to learn more about ASAnalyzer.
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